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Preparing your organization for the wave of digitalization initiatives is not an easy feast. KAUTEX-

TEXTRON has chosen Instant Edge to help in this endeavor:

Over the course of the last 2 years, we’ve worked in a tight co-innovation mode to support KAUTEX’ 
Global IT organization to drive crucial digitalization processes forward. 

Want to know more? Access to full Success Story here or get in touch with us directly: 
success@instant-edge.com

ABOUT INSTANT EDGE

We are a fast-growing enterprise cloud software start-up 
founded & managed by German ex-SAP managers. 

Instant Edge helps businesses to integrate & 
automate projects & processes of their digitalization 
initiatives onto a single cloud platform. 

Digital enterprises of the near future are much more project-
centric than they are today, requiring good governance and 
operational support to deliver those initiatives successfully – that 
will only work if the right processes run tightly in a well-orchestrated 
fashion. 

We bring together processes that actually belong together on ONE single platform, a Perfect Fusion™
of Business Process Management (BPM), Project Portfolio Management (PPM), and IT Services 
Management (ITSM)

Doing more in the same timeframe, with fewer resources is kind of what 

signifies the automotive supplier industry, and IT contributes its part 

here, too. But: Digitalization is increasing the speed.

Keeping all those balls in the air requires a strong integration of related 

processes – providing the birds-eye view of a large-scale portfolio down 

to operational details of every single initiative: 

This is where INSTANT EDGE is giving us a clear advantage!

Dirk Hauke

Chief Information Officer (CIO) & Vice President IT
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